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N. B.: (1) All questions are gpglslI].

(2) Make suitable assgrptions wherever necessar), and state the assumptionq made.

(3) Answers to the same question must be written together'
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeledjiasrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculators is allowed.

1. Attempt onv three of the following:
a, Define "Formal Language" and o'Natural Language". What is the difference between

the tr.r,o?

b. What is type conversion? Explain Implicit Type Conversion u,ith a suitable example.

c. Write a program to accept a single character from the user and check whether it an

uppercase letter, iowercase letter, digit or special symbol'
d. Write a program to accept a number from the user and print sum of its digits.

e. Explain tire break statement with a suitable example'

f. Explain the syntax of Python.

7. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Explain the following with respect to functions:

i) Flow of Execution
ii) Scope and Lifetime of Variables

b. Write a prograul to accept the age of the user and check u'hethet' the user is adr-ilt or

minor using Boolean function.
c. Write a tunction to check whether the number entered by the user is a Palindrome.

d. What is a void function? Explain with the help of an example.

e. What is imrirutability? Are strings mutable or immutable? Justify your answer.

f. Explain the following string functions with example:

i) endswith0
ii) lstrip0

3. Attempt ctnv three of the tbllowing:

^, What ire the different methods for removing elemeirts to a list? Give example for

each method.
b. Explain the built-in tuple functions.
c. Explain the file object attributes with an example.

d. Write a python program to combine the content of two files and store it in a single list

and display that list.
e.' What is the use of finally block in exception handling?

f. i) Write a program to concatenate the following dictionaries to create a new one'

d1 : { l:10,2:20}, d2: {3:30, 4:40\, d3 = {5:50, 6:60}

ii) Write a program to sum all the items in a dictionary'

4. Attempt anv three of the follorving:
a. What ii aata triaing? Write a program that demonstrates data hiding'

b. Design a class coirplex for aaOl,-,g two complex numbers and also show the use of

constructor.
c. write a program to implement multi-threaded priority queue.

d. List andexpluin ttt. diiferent function decorators that can be used in a class.

e. What is a module? What are the different ways of importing modules in Python?

f. Explain the repetition patterns that are used in Regular Expressions'
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$,ttempt anv thre-e of the follorving:
'Write a program to create the following GUI:

Erter yq, name: ,5?65clr i

Passwcrd: :

CLckxere i

The default value in the Entry should be "SYBSoIT". When the user clicks the button

"Click Here", a welcome message should be displayed with the user's name'

b. Write a program to create the following GUI:

i) The button "View Item" should display the selected iist item in a

messagebox.
ii) The button "Count" should display total no, of items in the list.

What is the use of LabelFrame Widget? Explain any five properties of LabelFrame

Widget.
d. Explain the following standard attributes of Widgets

i) Dimension ii) Color iii) Relief
Explain the configuration of MySQL connection in Python.

Wiite a program using the following layout that searches for student details based on

Student ID from Student Table (stud-id, stud-name, address, course-name) and

displays the record
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N. B.: (l) All questions are compulspry

(2) Make suit&le assumptions wherever necessar), and state th"e assumptlo-nq made.

(3) Answers to the same question must be written together'
(4) Numbers to the risht indicate marks'
(5) Draw leat labeled di4erams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-prosflmmable calculators is alloq,ed.

1. Attempt gnv three of the following: 15

a. Define "Formal Language" and o'Natural Language". What is the difference between

the two?
What is type conversion? Explain Implicit Type Conversion r,i'ith a suitable exarnple.

Write a program to accept a single character from the user and check whether it an

uppercase letter, lowercase letter, digit or speciai symbol.
Write a program to accept a number from the user and print stlm of its digits'

Explain the break statement with a suitabie example'

Explain the syntax of Python.

Attempt anv Lhrye of the following: 15

Explain the following with respect to functions:

i) Flow of Execution
ii) Scope and Lifetime of Variables

b. Write a prograln to accept the age of the user and check r,r,hethel the user is adult or

minor using Boolean tunction.
c. Write a function to check whether the number entered by the user is a Palindrorne.

d. What is a void function? Explain with the help of an example.

e. What is imrhutability? Are strings mutable or immutable? Justify your answer.

f. Explain the following string functions with example:

i) endswith0
ii) tstripQ

3. Attempt unv three of the following: 15

a. What are the different methods for removing elements to a list? Give example for

each method.
b. Explain the built-in tuple functions.
c. Explain the file object attributes with an example'

d. Wiite a python program to combine the content of two files and store it in a single list

and display that list.
What is the use of finally block in exception handling?

i) Write a program to concatenate the following dictionaries to create a new one.

dl : { l:10,2:20\, d2: {3:30, 4:40\, d3 = {5:50, 6:60}

ii) Write a program to sum all the items in a dictionary'

Attempt crny three of the follorving:
What ii dat" h,d.g? Write a program that demonstrates data hiding'

Design a class complex for aaairrg two complex numbers and also show the use of

constructor
c. write a program to implement multi-threaded priority queue.

d. List and explain the diiferent function decorators that can be used in a class'

e. What is a module? What are the different ways of importing modules in Python?

f. Explain the repetition patterns that are used in Regular Expressions'
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S.Y.B.Sc.(IT.) - Semester III
DATA STRUCTURES

OCTOBER 2019

(Time:2% hours)
Total Marks: 75

N. B.: (l) All questions are com.pulsory.
(2) Make suitAbJe assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumrrtions made.
(3) Answers to the same question must be rvritten tpeetliii.
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-prosrammable calculators is allowed.

l. Attempt anv tlree of the following: 15a. what is Algorithm? what are the characteristics of algorithm?
b. Write an algorithm on-

Sorting an afiay 'S' of size 'n' in increasing order using the bubble sort technique.
Differentiate between Linear Search and Binary Search.
what is data structure? what are the importance of clata structure?
What is bubble sort? Sort the following data items using bubble sort method.

14,33,27,35,10.

What are various operations associated with arr.ay?

Attempt tttv tltree of the follorving:
What is linked list? How it is different from linear arcay?
Write an algorithm to inserl a new node at the beginning of two-way linked list with
help of the diagram.
Write an algoritirm to insert a new node after a particular node in two-way linked list.
Explain the structure, advantages, disadvantages anci types of linked list.
Write the algorithm for insertion of a node at the given position and cieletion at the
end in single linked list.
Explain the different categories of header linked list.

Attempt {t?v three of the following:
Write the algorithm for push and pop operation of the stack with linked list
representatioli.

' F{o'"v p.ior"ity qlleue are I'epresented i, memory. Explai, them.
Write an aigorithm to implement a stack using urruy.
What are special kinds of Queue? Explain in brief.
Explain in detail Memory Representation of Queue.
Solve the In-fix expression to Pre-fix expression-

a. ((a+b)/d^((e-0+g))

b. (x+y)+(z+((a+b_c)xd))_ixfiik)

c. axb+(c+d)-(e+f)+gxh/k^2
d. b+cxd-e+(e"2xf)
e. (axbxc^2+d)+(c/d+c)
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4. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Explain the terms-

1. Length of a path

2. Height of a node

3. Degree of node

4. Weight of the tree

5. Levels of the tree

b. What are operations performed on binary tree? Explain with help of examples.
c. Create a heap for the given elements 15 7 l0 220 lS 19.
d. Sort the following elements using selection sort.

2235 17 8 13 44 528
e. write an algorithm to traverse a binary tree in the post-order manner.
f. Write an algorithm to find number of internal and extemal nodes in binary tree.

5. Attempt tnv three of the following:
a. Explain the Graph Terminology-

a) Outdegree and Indegree
b) Source and Sink
c) Hamilton Path

d) Sub-graph

e) Directed Graph
Explain memory representation of graph with suitable example.
Explain Shortest Path Problems in Graph.
What are hash table and hash functions? Explain folding method and mid squaxe
method for constructing hash functions.
What are applications of Graph? Explain in detail.
What is spanning tree? Explain with help of example.
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S.Y.B.Sc.(I.T.) - Semester iII
COMPUTER NETWORKS

OCTOBER 2OI9

(Time:2% hours)
Total Marks: 75

N. B.: (1) Allquestions are compirlspry.
(2) Make suitab-le assum.rrtions wherever necessary and state the assumptigns made.
(3) Answers to the saryre suestioq must be ro"itt.o-toeettil---
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labelgd diaer4lns wherever necessary.
(6) Use of No-n-prgsre$mable calculators is atiowJa.

Attempt anv thregof the following:
Discuss follorving concepts

1. Synchronize transmission
2. Asynchronize transmission

Write a short note on internet.
Discuss following concepts.

1. Attenuation
2. Distorlion
3. Noise

Explain role of standard creation committees.
Write a short note on VPN.
Discuss role of following OSI layers

1. Physical layer
2. Session layer

Attempt any three of the following:
Write a short note on datagram packet switching.
What are the 3 phases of data transmission? Explain.
Write a short note on radio wave frequency.
Explain ARQ system.
Write a short note on types of error.
Write a short note on any one guided media.

Attempt ony three of the following:
Write a shorl note on Bluetooth.
Discuss following method of multiple access

1. CSMA/CD
Explain following concept

L Starting and ending character with character stuffing
2. Sta(ing and ending flags, with bit stuffing

Discuss PPP frame format.
Explain sliding window concept with suitable diagram.
Write a short note on router.

Attempt uty three of the following:
Explain IP V6 address.
Discuss flow base routing.
Write a short note on subnet mask.
Explain IP V4 header format.
Discuss advantages of IP V6.
Discuss implementation of connectionless services with suitable diagram.
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5. Attempt anv three of the following:

^. Discuss following concept
l. Email

b. Discuss duties of transport layer.
c. Write a short note on TCP frame format.
d. Discuss DNS with example.
e. Discuss SMTP with example.
f. Discuss WWW concept with suitable example.
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Explain Database system architecture with a neat diagram.
What are the advantages of DBMS over file systems?
What is an ER diagram? Explain its notations along with an example.
Explain in detail the different levels of abstraction.
Explain Codd's rules.
Explain the degree of relationship set.

Attempt any three of the following: 15
Explain the significance of candidate key, primary key and super key.
Explain the various integrity rules for databases.
Differentiate between relational algebra and relational calculus.
Explain the insert, update and delete anomalies with example.
Dilferentiate between 3NF and BCNF.
what are set operators? Explain the set operators in relational algebra.

Attempt any lhree of the following: 15
What is a constraint? Explain its types.
List and explain the various SQL data types.
Write appropriate query for the table Account_Master(acno,cname,phno,balance)

i. Change the value of the filed balance to 3500 for Ajay Sharma's record.
ii. Add a column amt_credit to the above table.

iii. Delete the record of smita patel from Account_Master table.
iv. Retrieve the records of those customers whose cname starts with'S'.
v. Delete the above table permanently from the database.

What is a view? Create a vertical view for the base table employee. Also write the
syntax for updating and dropping the view.
List the types ofjoins. Explain about any two types ofjoins with syntax and example.
Explain aggregate functions with syntax and example.

Attempt anv tltree. of the following: 15
Explain the concept of transaction.
Desclibe ACID property for transaction.
Write a short note on 2PL.
Explain shadow paging recovery scheme.
What is the use of locking mechanism? Explain its types.
Differentiate between serial schedule and serializable schedule.

(Time: 2% hours)
Total Marks: 75

N. B.: (l) AII questions are compulsory.
(2) Make -suitable ,assuFptions wherever necessary and state the,assymptions made.
(3) Answers to the s3rme question must be written toeether.
(4) Numbers to the fieht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled.diAgrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Nop-programmable calculators is allowed.

1. Attempt gnUtltree.of the following: ls
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Atte.mpt gttyJlhlee of the followingr
Explain the PLlseL block strucrurJwith syntax and exampre.Write a note on %TypE attribute.
Explain IF-THEN-ELSE statement with syntax and example.

,Hxt Ji(ili"ififfi" to check whether un ulphuu;;iri,o*rr or consonanr using

Explain PLlsQL functions in detail. How does it differ from procedure?Explain about exception handling with syntax anj;;;;;;.
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. Time:2% hours)
Total Marks: 75

(1) All questions are compulsory.
(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made.

(3) Answers to the same question must be written together.
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate gks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculators is dlowct!.

1. Attempt anv three of the follorving: 15

a. Examine consistency of the following equation,

x-y * z - 4; Zx*3y-z =1; 3x-Zy *42 = 6andsolvethemif consistence

j,l
3lt::

c.

d.

.,

a.

b.

c,

Verify Cayiey Hamilton theorem for
t2 11r

a=lz z zl
LE 3+)

Find Inverse using adjoint method for following Matrices:

Express in polar form 1 -./3i

Solve the foliowing equation : x7 + l- = 0

15

Solve

Solve

Solve

Solve

f. prove that (1 + rv'et + (1 - i.f4t = -zB

Attempt {t-rly tltree of the follorving:
(Zxz + 6xy - y\dx * (3xz - Lxy * yz)dy - g

*9+!z =vdxx'

ff+ z*y = 2e-*'

xpz-Zyp*ax=0

Find general solution of (D2 - 4)y = cos 2x * xa

Find general solution of x2# - -*- 3y = 0

3. Attempt any tltee of the following:

^. Find Laplace transform of f(t) = t. coshz 4,

b' Find Laplace Transform using convolution theorem

c' Evaluate , li ,-t * o,
d' Find inverse Laplace transform "r#fu
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solve differential Equation using Laprace hansform ff + ,?, *5y = e-r sin r

Find Laplace transform of sin3 f

l5
4.
a.

Attempt snU.lhree of the following:
Evaluate , ti" ff fi *y, dxdydz

Evaluate : [ [ xy(x + y)dxd.y over the area
!=x

Evatnate , t: t:. dxdy

between curve y" = tt ahd the line

(ii) erf c(x) + erf(r)

e.

d. Evaluate , f: I:-. 1x+v ezd.x dy dz

Attempt anv three of the followine:
Evaluare , If, Wr-fra*

Evaluate t ff'' sins x cos3 x dx

Show that :.;[- Y =:
Evaluate : (i) erf c(-x) + erf c(x)

Evaluate , ff@u - x6)t/6 dx

Evaluate , [o' *r0 - ,n)'a*

Change the order of the integration to polar form : li tf4 ffi
Evaruare ,ti ti-. 4_rdxdydz
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